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on with the business of making a living or going on to higher
studies. I spoke to some of the students and found most of
them unhappy with the strike. They would rather have
returned to their classes, but, in classical labour union style,
the leaders used threats and pressures to keep them out of
college. One expects intellectuals to have the courage of their
convictions, but I cannot blame those who hesitate to face
unpleasantness from their peers.

The issue was politicized with the entry of the Dravida
Munettra Kazagham (DMK), now the party in opposition in
Tamil Nadu. They joined the crusade against the privatiza-
tion of SRMC, and threatened road and rail stoppages unless
the government defied the Court and took it back. Mean-
while, the government quietly negotiated with the striking
medicos, who wanted a face saving way out. The strike was
called off with the government agreeing to transfer the students
who were admitted during the two years of government con-
trol to the already overcrowded Stanley and Madras Medical
Colleges. They also magnanimously offered to transfer
other students to any other medical college in the State.
What the Medical Council of India will have to say to the
sudden increase in the student body of these colleges, which
already have an inadequate teaching staff, no one bothered
to consider. The Health Minister, Mr S. Muthuswamy,
committed himself and the government 'in principle' to the
taking over of all private instititions when the 'financial situa-
tion permitted'. He admitted he had no idea when that would
be, but we the public know very well. A couple of days later,
the Education Minister, Mr C. Aranganayagam, confirmed
our views when he said higher education should not be the
state government's responsibility and those who wanted it
should pay for it. The government could not afford to provide
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even primary education satisfactorily to all,. and it simply
could not finance higher education.

An old Tamil saying goes, 'Though he fell down he claimed
no mud had stuck to his moustache.' Many of the parties to
this dispute lived that proverb. At the beginning of the
dispute, the government had offered to transfer the students
of SRMC to the college of their choice, and had said it would
consider taking over the college at a later date, but the
students had rejected that offer. Now, with interest waning
in their own ranks, the student leaders accepted the offer as
though they had wrung it from the government, and went
back to work no better off for the months of activity on the
roads. The DMK, faced with the loss of this issue to bring
itself back into the public eye, expressed its satisfaction that
the government had changed its attitude and was now willing
in principle to take over private colleges, and called off the
stir it had planned.

One must admit that capitation fee medical colleges served
as one way in which a bright student who could not make it in
the government system could achieve his or her ambitions,
though it was a way open only to the affluent. Imagine the
despair and frustration which beset the most intelligent and
hardworking of our youth today. Why do we lose so many of
our best and brightest to foreign countries, which appreciate
and utilize the gems we cast away?

In his convocation address to the University of Madras,
delivered on 24 August 1961, Mr K. Balasubramania Iyer
said, 'Whatever may be the need for social justice and the
demands for the advancement of the backward classes, it will
not be wise to make the people feel that there is a ban on
talent ... '

M. K. MANI

Some interesting medico-legal problems have been receiving
publicity. A recent ruling in the Appeal Court! decided that
a 16-year-old girl with anorexia nervosa, who was stated to
be critically ill, could be treated against her will. This ruling
undermines the right of 16- and 17-year-olds under the 1969
Family Law Reform Act to refuse treatment and has left
them with the right to consent to treatment, but not to refuse
it. A representative of the Children's Legal Centre said that
the girl should have been detained under the Mental Health
Act; this would have allowed treatment to be given against
her wishes, on the grounds that she was incapable of making
a rational decision.

In a somewhat similar case the Court of Appeal- ruled that
a seriously ill woman could continue to be given blood trans-
fusions after she had objected to this form of treatment, to
please her mother who was a devout Jehovah's witness. The
patient was not a Jehovah's witness herself and it was said
that her mother had exerted undue influence over her when
she was in a vulnerable state of mind.

The third case is the just concluded trial of a consultant
rheumatologist. He was accused of attempted murder of a

70-year-old woman, in severe pain and terminally ill from
rheumatoid arthritis, by giving an intravenous injection of
potassium chloride. 3 Curiously, the defending counsel
suggested that the doctor's sole aim was to relieve the
patient's suffering, not to kill her; he wished to allow her to
die with dignity and minimal suffering. The patient had
repeatedly asked the doctor to help her to die, and her
request was supported by her family. The jury found the
doctor guilty by a majority of eleven to one. He was given a
twelve-month suspended sentence, but his professional
future lies with the General Medical Council.

An interesting article" suggests that the mercury thermometer
should be banned or abolished. The author bases his case
upon: the frequency of breakage of glass thermometers (1600
over a 6-month period in the Glasgow Children's Hospitaljj'
that spilled mercury is toxic because it forms a vapour which
can be inhaled or absorbed through the skin; and thirdly
because it is inaccurate as normally used. A Department of
Health survey" in 1985 reported unacceptably high levels of
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mercury vapour in incubators in the room atmosphere of
special care baby units: this was attributed to breakages.
The suggested alternatives are a battery operated electronic
thermometer (costing seven pounds) with a battery life of
300 hours; or a single use thermometer (costing six pence)
consisting of 50 dots encased in a flexible plastic sheath. Each
dot contains two chemicals and a dye which changes colour
at a specific temperature. Even taking into account the high
breakage rate of the' standard glass or mercury thermometer,
which costs about 60 pence, the alternatives are expensive. If
so much ingenuity can be put into a single use thermometer,
it ought to be possible to make a re-usable thermometer with-
out glass or mercury.

The current famine in Somalia has made people think about
the shortcomings of emergency food programmes." Most
programmes supply a cereal, a legume and an oil, with a total
energy content of 1900 kcal (7.9 MJ) per person per day. The
question of micronutrients has been neglected and most food
programmes are grossly deficient in vitamins A and C,
nicotinic acid, and iron. Scurvy is common in refugees in
Somalia, Ethiopia and Malawi, and pellagra has occurred in
Mozambican refugees in Malawi. Outbreaks of deficiency
disease may also be due to misguided good intentions; a few
years ago an outbreak of scurvy in a refugee camp in Somalia
was traced to the substitution of locally purchased camel's
milk (an administratively untidy procedure) by dried milk.
Camel's milk has a high content of vitamin C, which is why
desert nomads do not suffer from scurvy.
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At last we seem to be getting some reliable disease data about
the effects of Chernobyl. 8 Five scientists, responding to an
initial report by local doctors, have found that the incidence
of thyroid cancer in Belarus (formerly Byelorussia) in children
under 15 years has risen from 1 case per million to 80 cases
per million per year. Fall-out consisted of large amounts of
Jl3l and appreciable amounts of more shortlived isotopes.
The latent period usually observed for the development of
this tumour is 10 years and the prognosis is usually good. The
Belarus cases began to appear in 1980, four years after the
Chernobyl disaster. The youngest children at exposure
would have been in utero at the time, and none would have
been less than 3 months gestation, which is the time when the
foetal thyroid begins to take up iodine.
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Letter from North America
THE HEALTHCARE CRISIS: EVOLUTION INTO
REVOLUTION
There is little question that healthcare delivery in the United
States has entered into the throes of crisis; very little question
that the revolution is here and now affects everyone-the
poor, the middle class, and the rich. While there is a general
agreement that the quality of healthcare delivery is the best
in the world-its costs are out of control.

During the period before the recent presidential election,
healthcare was discussed, as it has been before almost every
election, only to be pre-empted by other issues which were
deemed more important by the voters. This time it was the
economy-the national debt, unemployment and the home-
less. Till recently, the problems were the number of people
who did not have health insurance and later, the number
who were underinsured. The third party payers, the private
insurance companies had profited, while employers paid for
the healthcare of their workers which had been negotiated by
the unions or employees themselves. The government thus
continues to pay into the private sector as well as provide
healthcare for the poor and the elderly. We now await
President-elect Clinton's promise of 'change' with great
interest and eagerness.

However, some change is already here. The General

Motors Corporation, ailing from an annual $3.4 billion
healthcare tab, has· told its 189000 US salaried workers
and retirees that they will have to pay a much bigger share of
their bills next year: bigger co-payments and deductibles, as
well as a chunk of the monthly insurance premiums. This is a
historic act by the world's largest corporation, which once
carried the nickname 'Mother Motors' for the security it
assured its employees and their families, on the job and well
into retirement. All white-collar workers will be required
to pay 25% of future cost increases. Those hired after
1 January 1993 will have to pay the full cost of healthcare
and life insurance when they retire. And more changes are
likely. Nearly every major company has been forcing its
employees to pay more for healthcare costs. A 1992 survey
revealed that 65% of 1380 companies polled said they had
altered retiree healthcare within the last two years.'

The medical community has responded. The American
College of Physicians, with 77 000 specialists, described its
consensus in the Annals of Internal Medicine' as follows: 'All
employers would be required to provide health insurance for
their workers or pay a new tax to finance a public health plan
in which the employees could enrol; private and public health
insurers would offer uniform benefits covering "all medically
effective and appropriate care"; hospitals and doctors would


